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Vishal Anand

vishal@mycart.mu

MyCart.mu - Online shopping platform for the purchase and sale of
mainly new goods.

Marie Emilie Olabisi

meolabisi26@yahoo.com

Asoebi Reinvented - Customers in the Mauritian market want nicer
prints of Ankara and the ones available to them don’t really suit their
expectations.

hello@mauritiusconscious.com

Conscious Travel Ltd - Mauritius Conscious is an online tour operator
specialized in sustainable travel. Through their website travelers can
tailor-make itineraries to discover Mauritius authentically,
independently and with a neutral carbon footprint.

Romina G. Tello Soberanes

Houriiyah Tegally

Houriiyah.tegally@gmail.com

Chromosomes & co - Chromosomes & Co aims to provide DNA
sequencing services and bioinformatics applications for health,
forensics, and research purposes to academics and scientific
professionals in Mauritius and the region.

Jeyveen Bhoyroo & Niraj
Chutteeya

jeyveenb@hotmail.com /
niraj_ads@yahoo.com

JustDoIt -Just do it is a start-up building an app to help Mauritian pass
their driving license test.

Bhisham Ramkelawon

auvram@gmail.com

Bio farm Ltd - Bio Farm will be incorporated to produce bio products
such as vegetables and fruits.

Fundkiss Technologies
Limited

contact@fundkiss.mu

Fundkiss is an online platform that connects Mauritian SMEs with
investors. SMEs can now borrow directly from individual and
institutional investors to grow their businesses. By lending lo local
SMEs through Fundkiss, investors can earn higher returns while
supporting the real economy. It's fast, simple, and transparent.

Natalie Baissac Daruty de
Grand Pre

nathaliebaissac@gmail.com

Feuilles & fleurs - The business stemmed from a hobby of cultivating,
drying and packaging herbal eas in a bio friendly manner.

Jade Li

hello@katapult.mu

Katapult provides workshops in robotics and coding for children and
teenagers from 7-18.

yoolshow3@gmail.com

Mauritius Medical Clowns Project - The medical clown in Mauritius
will help reducing the stress of children during their stay at hospitals
and clinics, will be a job opportunity for new performers and will
enhance human interaction between child.

Sharon Juhl

Noresh Raaj Bissesur &
Chaya Khadoo

Yohanna Laroque

Parvez Edoo

PARKMYCARMoris@gmail.com

PARKMYCARMORIS - This project is to tackle the problem of finding a
proper parking in the least time possible.

friendlivery@gmail.com

Friend'livery - Friend'livery is a crowdshipping platform; the French
would call it 'colis-voiturage'. The objective is to connect travellers
with people who need to send or receive a product that the travellers
could carry in their suitcase.

Parvez.edoo@convergehr.biz

Converge HR - The business offers full or partial outsourcing
(Recruitment, HR Admin, Employee Relations, Payroll, Welfare and
others).

Odofinbellwisdom@gmail.com /
shameer@avrplato.com /
tabi.o@avrplato.com

Augmented and Virtual Reality Tech - Concerned with level of
precision in education, AVR Tech team is developing their project
“ORAMA”, a tailor made app for medical students with interactive
learning.

khalibloo@gmail.com

Archiscope - Archiscope will address blueprints by allowing architects
to upload an interactive 3D representation of the house of the cloud
that can be accessed over the internet from any computer, tablet or
smartphone.

rocknora@live.fr

Létour - For tourists who want a vibrant and authentic experience,
Létour is a service that provides a new way of discovering Mauritius
with locals, unlike traditional tours.

Davina Makhan

davina.makhan@teasofafrica.com

Teas of Africa provides tea consumers looking to buy ethically sourced
teas with boxes of assorted teas and infusions from all over Africa and
contributes to a more sustainable tea industry.

Rick-Ernest Bonnier

rickbonnier@gmail.com

Clean Ocean - Clean Ocean has developed a prototype that removes
ocean plastic at the surface and underwater without hurting any
marine life.

Joseph Rutakangwa

rutakangwa@rwazi.com

Rwazi Ltd - A data service company that tracks the availability,
visibility and pricing of consumer products at retail in developing
markets.

Maunthrooa Lavnish

lavnishmaunthrooa@gmail.com

Momanzer - It is an online order system that provides consumer a
way to save time while ordering food during their limited lunch break.

Ramdin Cassam Muhammad
Shameer, Tabi Hope OkornTabi & Bello-Odofin Wisdom

Khalifa Lame

Ludmilla Moutou & Kherin
Bundhoo

esavude15@alustudent.com

One Urban Garden - The goal is to grow quality produce and help
educate customers about alternative growing methods concerning
organic assortment of fresh vegetables.

Bouf Ludovic

xceedfitnesswellness@gmail.com

Sweat and Laugh - The concept is to promote well-being. It consists of
a fitness session followed by a laughing session in the form of laughter
therapy.

Laurent Couraud

laurentcouraud@hotmail.com

Digital Dignage - The idea is the exploitation of currently underused
digital media to disseminate information and advertising.

Yana Bhageerutty

y.bhageerutty@gmail.com

Parent Academy - The aim is to inform, educate, support and
empower parents to engage in a positive approach to parenting in the
current context and time.

Prince Chibuzor ABRAHAM

info@roomscout.mu /
roomscout.mu@gmail.com /
p.jumbo@roomscout.mu

Roomscout Ltd - Roomscout Ltd is a student-hospitality company,
facilitated by web and mobile based platforms to provide students
with long term accommodation services and other leisure
experiences.

Rushdana Doobory

rushdoobory@gmail.com

The Soursop Project - The project aims to inspire people to change
their lifestyle to a healthier one.

Ellen Savude

